
Richmond Cycling Campaign
Minutes of the meeting held on 13 October 2014

1. Present
Tim Lennon, Susan Scorer, Andrew Woodward, Jon Gurney, Nick Hutchings, Anthony Paish,
Katherine Henry (Chair), Simon Daws, Ross Adam, John Head

2. Apologies for absence
Paul Luton

3. The Minutes of the meeting held on of the meeting  held on 8 September were agreed to be a
correct record.

4. Matters arising from  the Minutes
a) Re Minute 9 on RCC organisation: Susan suggested that we should publicise RCC by
leaving literature, e.g. cycle magazines, in doctors’ waiting rooms and similar places where
people congregate.
Tim undertook to produce a localised newsletter.

b) Re Minute 6 on legality of ‘No Cycling’ signs: Anthony had not yet taken action to inform the
Council of the apparent lack of validity of its signage which purported to forbid cycling along
Beverley Path and several other footpaths in Barnes, but undertook to do so before the next
RCC meeting. Anthony said that the Council has put up the official full-size roundel "no cycling"
signs on a number of footpaths away from roads in Barnes, accompanied by additional signs
giving a meretriciously selective quotation from the relevant Richmond bye-law, omitting to
mention that cycling is permitted to/from residences aligning the footpath (of which there are
many on Beverley Path, for instance), and that to be applicable, signs summarising the bye-law
must be placed at every access point to the relevant path. The south-eastern end of Beverley
Path has no such sign.

Anthony will contact Councillors Stephen Speak (Cabinet member Transport) and Loveland
(Cycling Champion).

Susan said that there are many other such signs on footpaths in the borough which may also
not comply with the bylaws.

5. 20s Plenty
a) Nick addressed the council’s cabinet meeting on 9 October on the 20mph consultations in
Whitton, Hampton Hill and Kew. (See 8 September Minutes of the meeting held on for details
pf the consultations). The other speaker was Monica from the 20s Plenty campaign.

b) Tim reported that the Council’s decision not to proceed with 20mph limits has been ‘called in’
by the Lib Dem opposition and will be considered by the Scrutiny Committee. It was agreed
that Anthony will arrange to speak at this meeting.

c) There was discussion on 20mph limits outside schools. Hounslow council is consulting on
this. Katherine will respond on behalf of RCC.

6. CLG Meeting 9 September
Lots of discussion!
Cycle parking. Agreed that this is important.  John has sent a report to Cllr Speak on our work
under the previous Transportation Chair and the total failure to install any extra parking.
Anthony said that air pollution in London greatly exceeds EU limits.
Andrew said that our website contains strategic proposals for cycle routes in the borough.

Action: Anthony

Action: Anthony

Action: Katherine



(See also Minute 11.)

7. Public Meeting on ‘Cycling in Richmond Park’ 17 December
There was a long discussion about issues related to cycling in the park. The situation is
different to that in urban streets because there are two types of cyclist in the park: ‘ordinary
cyclists’ and ‘sporting cyclists’ and much of the discussion related to this. Tim has been in
contact with Kingston Wheelers, Twickenham Cycle Club and London Dynamo to see whether
they can agree a coordinated response.

8. Sheen Road Crossing
Ross reported that the council propose to replace the existing zebra crossing with pelican
signals. It was agreed that we should oppose this proposal on the grounds that a pelican would
give greater priority to vehicles over pedestrians and cyclists than a zebra crossing.

Our response to the council should include the following:
- Raise the crossing to slow the vehicular traffic. Speeds are too high considering the proximity
to a school.
- Extend the mandatory cycle lanes at either side with a view to joining them across the
crossing (once the revised Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions are in place).
- Remove the central refuge to make a single stage crossing. This will remove a cycle pinch
point and make pedestrian crossing easier.
- Retain the zebra crossing. Signalled crossings prioritise traffic over pedestrians and those on
bikes. A zebra crossing gives priority to the most vulnerable road users.
-The pavements should not be widened since this will not permit a continuous cycle lane. It will
force cyclists to pull in front of fast moving motor vehicles and create a new pinch point.
-Remove the railings on either side. TfL (TRL?) research has shown that these encourage high
traffic speeds and do not protect vulnerable road users.

Ross will email the council with our views.

It was noted that there is also a public consultation on this matter and RCC members are to be
urged to respond. The closing date is 26 October.

9. Staines Road Cycle Lane
John has written to Cllr Loveland regarding parking in the advisory cycle lane in Staines Road,
Hampton and has been informed that parking is permitted.
Agreed - no further action.

Sheen Mount School
The school is to be expanded to 2 to 3 intakes per year. Currently it is not easy to travel to he
school by bike. We need to make a case for children to cycle to school. It will be necessary for
the school to prepare a new Travel Plan. Ross will obtain a copy of the existing and new travel
plans.

Route from Ham to Richmond
Katherine reported that, following the survey, a document has been produced which reports the
survey results and makes detailed proposals. Councillors are lacking drive and failing to
provide support. Officers are requesting existing “footfall” figures for the route which is
perceived as an attempt to block the proposal although they have no authority to do so.
A presentation is to be given to Ham Forum in December.
It was agreed to raise this issue at the CLG meeting on 14 October.

Susan said that the route from Ham to Teddington also needs improving.

Action: Ross

Action: John

10.

Action: Ross

11.

Action: Katherine



Tim will put Katherine’s document onto the website.

12. RCC Cards
Ross delivered and distributed the new RCC cards. 2500 have been printed at a cost of
£255.00.
It was suggested that these may be suitable for publicising RCC at the cycling meeting on
Richmond Park on 17 December.

13. Treasurer’s Report
We have £2157 in the bank account. The only expenditure during the last three months was
£255.00 for cards. There was discussion on using the funds for promotional activities. It was
observed that LCC is short of money.

14. Hampton Court Consultation
Tim has spoken to the Hampton Court management who are very keen to attract cyclist
visitors. They were not consulted on the plans for the A308. Tim is making notes about the
council’s proposed design and requested comments.

15. A316 Manor Circus consultation
Tim is preparing a response to the Manor Road consultation and requested contributions.

16. Space for Cycling
Nick said we should ask councillors who said that they support Space for Cycling to sign up for
this on the LCC website. He will contact Amy at LCC to obtain information.

Note: LCC suggest that groups should use ‘Energy Networks’ to email members.

Residential Parking
Tim described the Cyclehoop system for secure outdoor parking which appears ideal for
residential purposes.
Our residential parking campaign is not progressing. We need a test case to raise with the
council, or a petition. Using social media would be a good method of promoting this idea.
Katherine undertook to organise a petition in the block where she lives.

Action:Tim

Action: All members

Action: All members

Action: Nick

17.

Action: Katherine
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